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“A whole chapter in your dissertation about the 
impact of your research on the studied practices is 
not something the defense committee will be very 
interested in.” (supervisor supervising me spot on, 
an interesting day in 2015)



Real Social Science - Applied phronesis is “about 
producing knowledge that can challenge power not 
in theory but in ways that inform real efforts to 
produce change” (Flyvbjerg et al., 2012, p. 20)



Groups can (and should) learn about 
the emergent properties of their 
websites and adjust their activities to 
find a better balance between the 
individual and group interest and the 
common good.

Point



The Memory of East and West (2 of 30 websites in Amsterdam)

Live in 2003
Local memories from every day life
3000+ stories
25.000+ comments
Steered by locals since 2010
144.000 visitors 2013
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A website + A community of practice
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(Memory of) East

• 2001
• Exhibition
• Co-creation
• Outreach projects
• Memories
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Watergraafs-
meer

Oost

(Memory of) East

• High diversity
• Unemployment
• Neglected buildings

• Elderly people
• Dutch background
• Good housing

• Historical consciousness
• Social cultural understanding
• Computer skills
• Cohesion and inclusion



“… to be the Memory of East for all 
inhabitants of Amsterdam East.” 
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FEATURES & FIGURES 2003-2013
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Online activity: memories
Online participation: people in various

Paper: Section 3
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Online diversity

Online participation

Online activity

Results 1: Evolvement in online dynamics

Online activity

Online participation

Online diversity

East

West
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Results as social intervention
‘Phronetic social research’ is “about producing knowledge that can 
challenge power not in theory but in ways that inform real efforts to 

produce change” (Schram, 2012, p. 20).

“1. where are we going [with this practice]?;
2. who gains, and who loses, by which mechanisms of power?;
3. is this development desirable?; and
4. what, if anything, should we do about it?” 

(Flyvbjerg, Landman, & Schram, 2012, p. 5):
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An example: finding ‘the right balance’ in East

Tension between success in terms of numbers and variety: 

1. “A story that we tweeted and facebooked received 339 visits in 
three days.”

2. “One of the insecure participants of the workshops published a 
personal story after two years.”

The first was experienced as a stronger argument to ensure the 
future of the website, which is why the collecting of memories also 
was steered by quantity.

In turn this stimulated a few residents to collect as much stories as 
possible about their topics of interest.

Quantitative insights into the variety or diversity in the stories started 
to changed this.
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Finding ‘the right balance’ in East

First steps of change

1. Growing online activity with a decreasing diversity by a 
decreasing group of participants was related to various 
organizational factors.

2. The numerical character of the graphs visualizing the 
decrease of diversity made the urgency for variety as real 
as for numbers.

3. This made the arguments for numbers and variety more 
equal.

4. A growth of the appreciation for efforts that involve new 
groups, neighbourhoods and collaborations was the 
result.

5. New efforts were developed to do so.
6. It does not have to be either-or, but both sides of the 

continuum can be covered.



Preserving Pioneering
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Do it yourself Collaboration

Abstract Concrete
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Collecting:

Memories:

Aims:

Partners:

Context: 

Results 2: Organizational continuums influencing online dynamics
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Collective empowerment aspects in online dynamics

Collective identities  Online diversity across time
Development of diversity in applied keywords (topics, locations and periods)

Social learning  Online activity across time
Development of numbers of visits, memories and comments 

Networking  Online participation across time
Development of numbers of various producers, commenters and ‘bonders’

Adding up:

1. East has a stronger social capital, but is less inclusive.
2. West is inclusive, but has a weaker social capital.
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Collective act of digital citizenship

1. Become aware of emergent properties (= past act).
2. Determine negative or positive effects common good.
3. Discuss organizational roots (group/ members).
4. Attempt to improve positive and change negative (new act).

• Group and member interests more in balance with the 
common good on community level.

• Not either/or, but and/ and (inclusive and social capital).
• New literacies for digital citizenship.
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Question (practitioners, citizens and scientists)

“Much of the work of social change, organizational and community 
development in the direction of greater personal and collective empowerment, 
may be about understanding and creating settings where people participate in 
the discovery, creation, and enhancement of their own community narratives 

and personal stories”(Rappaport, 1995, p. 805).

What is the social significance of local memory websites?

Collective levels of empowerment, “however, are not simply the aggregate 
of many empowered individuals.”  (Zimmerman, 2000, p. 44)

“Empowerment is viewed as a process: the mechanism by which people, 
organizations [groups], and communities gain mastery over their lives” 

(Rappaport, 1984, p. 2).

Stories are part of “a complex system of a collectively construed discourse of 
organizational [or local] reality” (Lohman & Boje, 2001, p. 163)
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Conceptual model and empirical research questions

Collective empowerment 

• Partners & context
• Aims of initiative
• Digital memories
• Ways of collecting
• Online affordances

Online 
dynamics

Organizational 
development

• Online activity
• Online participation
• Online diversity

1. What collective empowerment do the online dynamics express?
2. How does the organizational development influence the online dynamics? 

• Group level
• Community level



AMSTERDAMUAS.COM

Literature: m.de.kreek@hva.nl

Thank you! 
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